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Towards
Sustainable
Investment

Sawaeed Investment LLC has been able to maintain
its status as one of the top choices. This is only
possible because of our sheer hard work, commitment
and passion for delivering exceptional quality solutions
for our customers. We put special emphasis on KPIs
like skill level, quality of training, and shortlisting of the
best talent. We do not just comply with the labor laws
set by UAE’s Ministry of Labor but also provide our
workforce with a comfortable working environment.
I feel extremely honored to assure you that Sawaeed
Investment LLC takes its repute very seriously.
And we are deeply committed to providing
quality services in a timely manner.
Our tradesmen’s training service is
not limited only to the UAE but we
also offer our services to workforce
overseas, empowering them to take
charge of their future. Every training
process we design keeps your
company’s commercial interest
above everything else.

Message
from
General Manager

The success that we have achieved
would not have been possible without the
support of many including UAE’s Honorable
Rulers, High Ranking Ofﬁcials, Business Partners
and Vendors. The support from within Sawaeed
Investment LLC from our Directorial Board,
Management Team, and Staff is highly commendable.

Hamad Ballaith
General Manager

We put special emphasis on KPIs.
Every training process we design
keeps your company’s commercial
interest above everything else.
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Sawaeed Investment L.L.C
Sawaeed Investment LLC was established
back in 2007 as subsidiary of Sawaeed
Employment LLC. This venture was
established while keeping in mind the
objective of Abu Dhabi Government
providing quality residential facilities to the
limited income households working in the
emirate which was later extended to
workers of other businesses. The company
currently owns a purpose-built worker’s
residential city in Abu Dhabi which delivers
all state of the art facilities required.
Our expansive accommodation facilities are
aimed to provide cost effective labor
residence to all companies. Access to all
kinds of services offered to the workforce
ensures comfortable living. We work closely
with our customers to ensure that their
requirements related to different skills set
have been fully understood and delivered.
The Training Centre and yards have been
developed to train and provide you with the
best labor for various occupations.

WHO
WE
ARE

ACCESSIBLE
SAFETY
COMFORTABLE
2009
2018

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Sawaeed Residential Compound, Al Mafraq, Abu Dhabi
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PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY

Services
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Sawaeed Investment LLC covers
different critical areas to ensure all
important services are covered. Let
us have a detailed look at each
services that we offer to our clients:
Facilities Management Services
Sawaeed facility management one of
Sawaeed investment LLC subsidiary we
work with different segments of customers
ranging from multinational corporates to
SMEs. Thus we understand and offer
valued services that address the speciﬁc
requirements of the customer, by providing
expert cost-effective services to enhance
asset value and maximize returns.

Management Model
Sawaeed facility management delivers an
Integrated facility management model
which provides not only a single point of
contact for a range of facilities management
services, but also the ability to supply them
across multiple sites. That makes for a
simpler supply chain and provides cost
savings for our clients by minimising the
time and manpower they need to invest.

Team work
Our staff work as part of one integrated
team rather than on individual tasks. For
example, a security guard on a routine
patrol can informally audit the cleanliness of
the facility as he makes his rounds, and
alert cleaners, or intervene directly, should
he encounter a problem. That can
dramatically reduce the number of service
requests raised by our customers, allowing
them to concentrate on their core business.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

First impressions count (Helpdesk)
We provide a full range of soft services
includes ofﬁce services, reception, service
desk, and cleaning.
Each solution is unique and we can also
provide other services that don’t ﬁt into the
conventional facilities management model
but are considered non-core to our client.

Housekeeping & Waste Management
The housekeeping and waste management
services guarantee a clean living
environment is provided to your workforce.
This ensures that their premises remain
clean and offers healthy living conditions.

HSE & First Aid Kit
We also provide a living environment that
compliant with the HSE regulations. A well
supplied First Aid Kit is also available to
deal with medical emergencies.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

SOFT SERVICES

SOFT
SERVICES
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Security
Sawaeed Investment LLC is well aware of
the current security. This is why we do not
take any chances when it comes to securing
our accommodations meant for our
laborers.

CCTV Surveillance
In order to ensure foolproof security, we
have installed CCTV surveillance across all
important areas in different accommodation
facilities with backup record for 3 Month in
case of any client’s residence compliance /
feedback.

Laundry Services
In order to make sure that your staff looks
professional, we also provide them with
laundry services. The facility team looks
after the workers by providing them with
highly quality yet reliable laundry services.

Sports and Leisure
A healthy body embodies a healthy mind.
We have dedicated playing areas for
outdoor games like volley ball, and cricket,
football. We also provide many indoor
games like carom. Leisure facilities include
subscription to Dish TV with over 80
channels and Wi-Fi availability.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Mechanical maintenance (HVAC)
Sawaeed facility management are experts
in mechanical maintenance and have
specialised teams for equipment such as
Split, Window Air Condition Unit, Package,
Air Handling, Fan Coil Units
chillers,
cooling towers, pumps, motors, etc

Electricians
Sawaeed facility management provides
high quality standard electrical maintenance
for low-voltage and high-voltage equipment.
As a baseline for the preventive
maintenance we use manufacturer’s
operations and maintenance data. We also
have centralised teams in place who
conduct professional surveys of the
electrical systems on regular basis for
predictive techniques This enables to detect
faults before they lead to failure.
Furthermore, a large number of our
electrical staff have been trained and
certiﬁed.

Plumbing
Sawaeed
facility
management
has
established
an
extensive
plumbing
maintenance services program to install,
repair and maintain all plumbing equipment,
whilst using state-of– the-art tools and
equipment to facilitate quick response to
emergencies such as ﬂood, overﬂow, and
blockage.
Within our plumbing maintenance services,
we ensure all preventive measures are
taken, thereby preventing premature failure.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

TECH SERVICES

TECH
SERVICES
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Sawaeed Investment LLC offers
complete accommodation services
to all the skilled and unskilled labor.
We
do
not
just
provide
accommodation services to our own
staff members but also help
companies adjust their labor. Get in
touch with Sawaeed Investment LLC
to know more about the different
accommodation options available
with us. Here is a look at the facilities
offered.
Fully Furnished Rooms
At Sawaeed Investment LLC we are very
much concerned about the quality of
accommodation that we provide to the
tradesmen. Our accommodation solutions
offer depth and they are customizable to
your organizational requirements. Room
furnishing includes bunk beds, personal
lockers for the inhabitants to securely place
their belongings, mattresses, pillows, bed
sheets, and pillow covers. Other important
accessories to further comfort the living
including wall hangers, window curtains,
split air conditions and shoe liners.

24/7 Help Desk
By our experience we know that there can
be emergency situations to manage. This is
why
each
of
our
locations
for
accommodation has a 7/24 Help Desk. The
help desk provides all the information that
the residents might need or any other
assistance to avert any incident needing
urgent attention.

HSE & First Aid Kit
We also provide a living environment that
compliant with the HSE regulations. A well
supplied First Aid Kit is also available to
deal with medical emergencies.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Utilities
The accommodation services offer all the
important utilities and amenities to make the
living as comfortable as possible. The
utilities include running sufﬁcient water
supply, electricity, drinking water coolers,
and lush green gardens with common sitting
benches. We take cleanliness and matters
of hygiene very seriously this is why our
accommodation facilities have sufﬁcient
number of washrooms and showers. The
food is cooked under supervision of senior
chefs, who besides taking care of the tastes
of different nationalities ensure quality of
ingredients used in preparing the food.
Sufﬁcient number of showers and toilets are
provided as per the needs of the workers.

Catering
Sawaeed offers well equipped kitchen with
the latest amenities made available on
premises. The kitchen with its trained staff
has been rationed to fulﬁll the needs of large
workforce contingents three times a day.
We can also provide freshly prepared lunch
onsite as per the request of the customer
(transport costs apply).

Mess Hall
We have constructed large purpose built
mess halls with the capacity to seat
hundreds of workers at any time. This
makes sure that your workers are able to
feel relaxed with ample space to eat. The
mess halls have been built to serve the
function of a place which can be easily
managed in terms of serving food,
cleanliness and hygiene.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com
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Security
Sawaeed Investment LLC is well aware of
the current security. This is why we do not
take any chances when it comes to securing
our accommodations meant for our
laborers.

CCTV Surveillance
In order to ensure foolproof security, we
have installed CCTV surveillance across all
important areas in different accommodation
facilities with backup record for 3 Month in
case of any client’s residence compliance /
feedback.

Access Control Gates & Access
The use of access control agents and
access cards makes our premises further
secure.

Security & Service
The labor camps are always guarded by
security professionals who are expert in
their ﬁeld. They are equipped with the ﬁrst
aid tool kit and ﬁreﬁghting skills.

Laundry Services
In order to make sure that your staff looks
professional, we also provide them with
laundry services. The facility team looks
after the workers by providing them with
highly quality yet reliable laundry services.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Shopping
We have in-house retail shop and Gent
salon inside the facility the supermarket
provides variety of snacks, juices, mineral
water, tea coffee, and other domestic daily
required items to the residence in a
reasonable price / salon provides special
offer price for the residence 7/24 and There
are many shopping Malls adjacent to the
facility for more shopping / food courts /
exchanges / electronics / travel agency etc

Transportation & Public Transport
We have arranged for quality transport that
picks up and drops the workers right at their
doorstep. Customers who are looking for
transportation to be provided to their
workers need to let us know of their
requirement. The workers can easily ﬁnd
public transport from outside the main gate
due to the strategy location of our
accommodation facility.

Sports and Leisure
A healthy body embodies a healthy mind.
We have dedicated playing areas for
outdoor games like volley ball, and cricket,
football. We also provide many indoor
games like carom. Leisure facilities include
subscription to Dish TV with over 80
channels and Wi-Fi availability.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com
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Housekeeping & Waste Management
The housekeeping and waste management
services guarantee a clean living
environment is provided to your workforce.
This ensures that their premises remains
clean and offers healthy living conditions.

Wi-Fi Subscription
Internet facilities and wireless connectivity
is also offered to the workers for online
browsing and social connectivity.

Dish TV Subscription
The dish TV subscription has over 80
channels
offering
great
after-work
entertainment.

Compound Rooms & Capacity
The facility has over 762 rooms with 7518
bed Spaces. We can provide room space
and bund beds as per your labor space
requirements and speciﬁcations. You can
increase or decrease the bed spaces in the
room if required for your technicians/others
with notiﬁcation to the management but the
charges are applied to the full room bed
spaces.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Room Accessories
There are many room accessories offered
to the inhabitants like Bunk Beds, Personal
Lockers, Mattress, Pillows, Bed Sheets,
Pillow Covers, Wall Hangers, Window
Curtains, Split Air Conditioners, Smart TV,
Wi-Fi facility, and Shoe Liners to make their
lives more convenient.

Hospital or Clinic

There is a very well equipped and
adequately staffed hospital operated by
Excellent Medical Center that offers medical
care and attention to the workers whenever
they need to get checked. The facility is
staffed by professional / certify medical staff
located inside the Facility working 7/24

Social & Cultural Activities
The accommodation also offers many
activities and opportunities for the workers
to socialize and enjoy themselves. This
includes sports facilities and they can also
participate in different events taking place
within the city (Cricket/ football / Volleyball /
table tennis / badminton / dart / karamus).

Mosques
The mosques have been constructed to
provide a place of worship where workers
can go and pray for ﬁve times a day.
(Approved by AWQAF)

www.sawaeedinvestment.com
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Camp
Rentals

Services

Customers who have worked with
us for years prefer us for the
following reasons.

Customized accommodation

WHY SRC?

We provided customized accommodation
facilities for your workforce.
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Facilities management
A dedicated team of facilities management
ensures that your workers are provided with
a home like accommodation away from
home.

Services
We invest in our facilities, equipment,
transportation and other services to
guarantee total customer satisfaction.

Guarantees high quality tradesmen
Our
comprehensive
testing
facility
guarantees high quality tradesmen made
available for taking up various occupations.

Facilities
The accommodation facilities have been
designed to look more than just labor
camps. They offer many social and cultural
outlets through which labor can remain
happy and motivated, something that most
other
labor
accommodation
service
providers totally ignore.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

Camp
Rentals

Regulations

Training Quality
Quality of the training is ensured through
supervision so you do not have to worry
about the pace or quality of the work.

Diversity
Global reach of our company ensures
greater labor diversity from different regions
of the world.

Locations
The strategically placed locations ensure
that the workforce can also rely upon public
transport,
saving
you
money
on
transportation facilities.

Environment
Safe and secure environment is provided to
the workforce where besides taking care of
the hygienic conditions we also have
complete security apparatus to ensure their
wellbeing.

www.sawaeedinvestment.com

WHY SRC?

Sawaeed strictly complies with the UAE’s
local labor laws and always exceeds these
regulations so you do not have to worry
about any of these problems.
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Proud to serve you!
We are proud to provide high quality accommodation services to limited income workforce within
UAE. Sawaeed Investment LLC has developed itself into a world class organization by offering high
quality services to customers. Our focus from the start has been to facilitate the workforce by
providing all the amenities of life besides ensuring their skill set is enhanced via relevant trainings in
different trades. The building of in-house Training Centre has furthered our progress by improving
the quality of skills set offered by our tradesmen.
At Sawaeed Investment LLC, we follow a very transparent approach whereby clients are invited to
visit the tradesmen under training. You are able to select the tradesmen that you ﬁnd most ﬁt for your
business. In order for the manpower to perform at its peak, it needs to be provided with
well-furnished accommodation facilities. This is why we focus on giving all the facilities and amenities
which would make their stay comfortable and help enhance their productivity.
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